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ABSTRACT 
The use of new highly efficient engines with very- or ultra-high by-pass ratios will be of major 
importance for the development of new modified transport aircraft since they offer drastic 
reductions in fuel consumption, noise and emissions. The larger diameter of these engines in 
combination with requirements concerning ground clearance, landing gear height and weight 
leads to the necissity of a very close coupling with the wing. This is especially true for twin 
power-plant configurations. The resulting engine-airframe interference can lead to large 
maximum lift penalties for configurations with high-lift devices deployed and engines running at 
maximum take-off power. 
The investigation of integrated high-lift capabilities is still based on wind tunnel testing and full 
scale flight testing since the corresponding flow problems are prime examples of complexity both 
in terms of geometry and flow physics. The demand for support from accurate flow simulations 
by short-turn-around computer codes is self evident since CFD methods offer the promise of 
providing comprehensive analysis of maximum lift phenomena witin the constraints of short time 
scales and reduced costs. Unstructured grid methods in combination with parallel computers are 
ideally suited to model highly complex geometries, have the potential to model detailed flow 
characteristics when adaptive grid strategies are incorporated and allow for sufficiently short 
computing times. 
The present work demonstrates the feasibility of short-turn-around CFD to analyse the complex 
flow field around a complete twin-engine transport aircraft configured for take-off. 
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e use of new highly efficient engines with very- or ultra-high by-pass ratios will be of major 
importance for the development of new or modified transport aircraft since they offer drastic re- 
duc~ions in fuel consumption, noise and emissions. The large diameter of these engines in com- 
bination with requirements concerning ground clearance, landing gear height and weight leads to 
the necessity of a very close coupling with the wing. This is especially true for twin power- plan^ 
~on~gura t ions .  The resulting engine-airframe interference can lead to large maximum lift penal- 
ties for con~gurations with high-lift devices deployed and engines running at maximum take-off 
ower. 
The inv~s t iga t i~~n of integrated high-lif~ capabilities is still based on wind ~ u n n e ~  testing and full 
ighr testing since the co~esponding flow problems are prime exam les of complexity both 
in terms of geometry and flow physics [ 11. 
The d ~ m ~ n d  for support from accurate flow simulaticms by sho~- tum-a r~~und  computer codes is 
self evident since CFD methods offer the promise of providing comprehensive analysis of maxi- 
ena within the constraints of short time scales and reduced costs [ 91. UnstructuI-e 
ombination with parallel computers are ideally suited to model highly complex 
he po~ential to model detaile flow Characteristics when adaptive grid strategies 
d allow for suf~ciently short computing times [71. 
e feasibility of sho 
ete twin-engin~ tr 
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e highly competitive global market drives the aerospace industry for increased economy and 
safety of their aircraft. Direct operating cost reductions are pursued throug economies of scale, 
anced airframe aerodynamics, and advances in propulsion technology. 
A significant part of the operating cost cut is achieved by the use of new low-operating-cost, high- 
re~iabi~ity ur~ofan engines. The engines are characterised by very-high by-pass ratios with reduced 
fuel consumpt~on, noise and emissions levels. They represent corner-stones in development pro- 
mes of new ultra-high capacity aircraft as well as in derivative pr~grammes of existing aircraft 
ly with more stringent environmental an ecological regulations. 
The large fan diameter of these engines in context with requirements concerning ground clearance, 
l ~ ~ d ~ n g  gear he i~h t  ail weight leads to a very close coupling of the engine nacelle with the wing. 
(This is especially true for twin powerplant configurations.) The associated aerodynamic interfer- 
ence effects can result in a maximum lift penalty. An even closer coupling is required for a novel 
engine concept like the envisioned ducted propfan engine featuring an ultra-high bypass ratio an 
promising a further reduction of 1 0  - 15 % in fuel consumption. The design challenge for the cruise 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g u r a t i o n  is to maxi ise the performance increase potential through mini~is ing the addition~l 
engine ins~alIation penalties 131. 
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FASTFLO CFD system 11 I]. The FASTFL30 CF 
tion to explore in s t~ l l~ t ion  a d jet interference effects of U 
system is employed for a numerical investiga- 
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e accuracy and tu~-around-time aspects of aerodynamic analysis are particular challenging for 
i n t e g r ~ ~ t e ~  high-lift design. The flow modeling components address geometry modeling, grid gen- 
eration, flow simulation and post-processing. Each of these components is required to be accurate, 
ef~cient and robust. oreover, the time frame aspect requires the ii~~egratit~n of these elements into 
a streamlined solution process. 
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ow modeling capability is an in t e~ed ia t e  development stage, extension of the 
ing capability towards a viscous flow modeling capability is currently under 
Averaged Navier-Stokes equations are then solved on a hybrid grid consisting 
ahedral elements. The prismatic elements are generated in the viscous domi- 
lose to the aerodynamic surface. 
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The geometrical model used in the present investigation is arepresentation of the wind tunnel model 
VAST high-lift contiguration (see figure 1). The geometry represents a twin-powered 
t r a ~ s p ~ ~  aircraft with dep~oyed slats (d3 = 20") and Aaps ( h i  = 19.5') at settings for take-off 
and is equipped with Ultra- R) turbofan engines. The jet flow field of the 
engines is s i~u la t ed  y using turbine powered simulators where the fan is driven by pressurised 
air. The geometrical siInp~ification made with respect to the actual wind tunnel 
neglecting the flapklat tracks render in^ the contiguration as a multi-body geometry. The wing el- 
ents feature realistic trailing-edges with a finite thickness. 
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Starting point for grid generation is a definition of the aerodynamic surface in terms of trimmed 
surfaces and curves established either from structured surface patches or IGES CA 
mathematical description is required to be C O  continuous across adjacent surfaces. The present 
geometrical set-up is established by using available multi-block surface representations of an AI.,- 
VAST high-lift model and a U engine model. Installati~n of the engine unde~ea th  the multi- 
uired some geometry modeling with an external CA 
vide the trimrned surface patches at the slat-pylon and pylon-main-wing intersections (see figure 
2). Note that the slats are modeled to intersect with the pylon. 
The actual generation of the unst~ctured mesh entails the generation of a surface rnes 
gular elements an a volume mesh with tetrahedral elements. The user interventio~ i 
automated grid generation process consists of the user-defined node ensity dis~ri~ution for the en- 
ow domain. A si gle input-entry defines a u n i f o ~  node spacing for the entire 
Local mesh density refinements as required to resolve all geometrical length sc es and the physics 
are defined with the aid of a graphical tool. The spec cation of the local 
node density is direct; it consists of the desired spacing between nodes and t e distance over which 
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rocessors of the NEC SX5 amounts to two hours. A speed-up factor of about 3.7 is achieved by 
using 4 processors. 
The surface pressure distribution is presented in figure 5 indicating the high siicrion levels near the 
ieading edges which is a characteristic distribution in the low speed flight regime. The footprint of 
the vortices originating from the side-edge of the wing is visible. 
The propulsion simularion at the Euler level ofthe turbofan engine involves the specification of uni- 
form total pressure and temperature ratio’s for the individua~ exhausts. For the present maximum 
take-off setting, the fan exhaust stream and the core exhaust stream feature higher total pressures 
and different total temperatures than the free stream. The fan exhaust stream expands into a .jet 
with an increased Mach number 055) in a low speed ambient flow (Mm= 0.22). The fan 
and core jets mix with each other as well as with the free stream flow and develop in an exhaust 
plume. Figure 6 shows the Mach number dist~bution in the vicinity of the U 
velocity shear layer between the fan exhaust jet and the s u ~ o u n ~ i g  ow is observed on the pylon. 
The geometrical location and resolution of the fan exhaust boundary and resulting jet is extremely 
~niportant for maximum lift phenomena. Accurate prediction of these effects entails minimisation 
of the mixing layer spreading due to artificial viscosity. Advantage is taken from an adaptive pro- 
Lire to achieve local grid refiiiements. The results presented here are obtained on an adapted 
c ~ m p u t a ~ i o n ~ ~  grid containing 3.082.438 nodes whic constitute 17.735.250 tetr~l~edi.al e ements. 
e corner esta 
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coupled slat wake con uences with the upper-surface boun 
Figures I I through 14 show the comparison of computed and measured sectional surface pressure 
distributions for the individual high-lift elements. The location of the pressure-tab span-stations 
to as wing sections DI - D9 are depicted in figure 10. 
The cornparison shows that the lower surface pressure distribution on all elements is already in 
good agreement with the experimental data (not considering wing sections 3 - D4). The upper 
surface pressure distribution on the main wing element is in fair agreement with the experimental 
e pressure distr~bution of the outer flap element is already in good agreement with the ex- 
Effects of jet i~~terference are observed at sections 4 where the s ~ ~ g n a t i ~ n  pressure has a 
free stream reference value. This is an indica~ion that the slat surface is wetted by 
ow with a corres on din^ larger total pressure level than the onset 
servati(~n is also an indication that the fan exhaust flow continues to expand un~er-neath the wing 
utation. ~haracteris~ic details of high lift flows are noticed at the o u ~ ~ o a r d  wing station 
ow i s  visible as spikes in the leading edge ressure distributi(~n o f t  
wing-eiement. 
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he present work demonstrates the feasibility to analyse complex high-lift flows aroun 
aircraft configured for take-off with a turn-around-time in the order of weeks. 
The considered con~guration is geometrically complex and s i~pl i~ca t ions  with respect to the ac- 
tual wind tunnel geometry concern the absence of slat and flap track fairings, rendering the config- 
uration as a mu~ti-body geometry. 
The enabling technology for flow modeling around complex con~gurations with a short ~ L ~ ~ - a r o u n d  
time is highly automatic surface triangulation and grid generation in the flow d o ~ a ~ n .  The inher- 
ent flexibility of the unstructured grid technique allows for discretisation of flow d o ~ a i ~ i  
variations in geometrical length scales. Furthermore, the control-volume ~ i g g l o ~ ~ e r a t i o ~ ~  
nique aHows for high~y efficient arallel imp~emen~at~ons that reduce the wall clock time 
w simuiation by a factor almost equal to the number of processors. 
The un\tructured CFD method inco~orated in the FASTFLO CF 
inve~tigation of engine inte~ration and jet-interference effects of a novel engine concept featuring 
large fan diameters. The present results indicate that the deflected inner slat protrudes into the fan 
exhau\t jet for large incidence angles during takeoff. 
ow solver has shown a scalability of 91 92 per processor on the NEC SX-5 shared-meT~ory 
ations are p e ~ ~ o ~ e ~  on t e Euler equation level, be 
odeling capability base 
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t investigation is carried out in the framework of the bi-lateral NLR-DLR co-operation 
ler version of the CFD system has been  initiate^ in the r complete aircraft’. The 
project ( with partners D 
The author acknowledges the support 
tion of the ALVAST high-lift geometry. 
T 
nschweig for providing the geoi~etric~~l descrip- 
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Z 
ST high-li~ configu~ation equipped with UHBR engines (TPS) 
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Fig. 3 Surface discretisation of the A~VAST high-iift configuration 
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Fig. 7 Total enthalpy distr~bution indicating the jet interference of U 
de  f~ected slat 
fan exhaust on 
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/at cove flow convection on lower wing surface depicted by total e f f~ha l~y  i s~ r ;~u t i o f f  
w--t 
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